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Introduction

It’s the birthrates.
It’s the birthrates.
It’s the birthrates.
If there is one thing I want you to remember from these writings, its that the birthrates must
change. Even if we were to deport all Non-Europeans from our lands tomorrow, the
European people would still be spiraling into decay and eventual death.
Every day we become fewer in number, we grow older,we grow weaker.
In the end we must return to replacement fertility levels, or it will kill us.
To maintain a population the people must achieve a birthrate that reaches replacement
fertility levels. In the Western world this is roughly 2.06 births per woman.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_sovereign_states_and_dependencies_by_total_fertility_r
ate
There is not a single Western country, not a single white nation, that reaches these levels.
Not in Europe, not in the Americas, not in Australia or New Zealand.
White people are failing to reproduce, failing to create families, failing to have children.
But despite this sub-replacement fertility rate, the population in the West is increasing, and
rapidly.
How is this possible?
Mass immigration and the higher fertility rates of the immigrants themselves are causing this
increase in population.
We are experiencing an invasion on a level never seen before in history. Millions of people
pouring across our borders, legally.Invited by the state and corporate entities to replace the
White people who have failed to reproduce, failed to create the cheap labour, new
consumers and tax base that the corporations and states need to thrive.
This crisis of mass immigration and sub-replacement fertility is an assault on the European
people that, if not combated, will ultimately result in the complete racial and cultural
replacement of the European people.
To see this in full effect, you only have to look at the population statistics in Western nations
for the year 2100.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_countries_by_future_population_(United_Nations,_medi
um_fertility_variant)
In 2100,despite the ongoing effect of sub-replacement fertility,the population figures show
that the population does not decrease inline with the sub-replacement fertility levels, but
actually maintains and, even in many White nations, rapidly increases.
All through immigration.
This is ethnic replacement.
This is cultural replacement.
This is racial replacement.
This is WHITE GENOCIDE.
To return to replacement fertility levels is priority number one. But it is no simple task.There
are myriad reasons behind the decline in fertility rates and the destruction of the traditional
family unit.
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Section II
General Thoughts and Potential Strategies

"It will come in one way and one way alone, not through existing governments. Not by the
maneuvers of the lobbies and the parliaments and the congresses, it will come under the
stress of necessity. It will come in a great wave of popularity, in a great awakening of the
European soul.”
-Sir Oswald Mosley

Who is truly to blame?
The people who are to blame most are ourselves, european men. Strong men do not get
ethnically replaced, strong men do not allow their culture to degrade, strong men do not
allow their people to die. Weak men have created this situation and strong men are needed
to fix it.

UNTIL THE HAGIA SOPHIA IS FREE OF THE MINARETS,THE MEN OF EUROPE ARE
MEN IN NAME ONLY

[...]

Diversity is weak
Why is diversity said to be our greatest strength? Does anyone even ask why? It is spoken
like a mantra and repeated ad infinitum “diversity is our greatest strength, diversity is our
greatest strength, diversity is our greatest strength…”. Said throughout the media, spoken by
politicians, educators and celebrities. But no one ever seems to give a reason why.
What gives a nation strength? And how does diversity increase that strength? What part of
diversity causes this increase in strength? No one can give an answer.
Meanwhile the “diverse” nations across the world are scenes of endless social, political,
religious and ethnic conflict. The United states is one of the most diverse nations on Earth,
and they are about an inch away from tearing each other to pieces. Brazil with all its racial
diversity is completely fractured as a nation, where people cannot get along and separate
and self segregate whenever possible. South Africa with all its “diversity” is turning into a
bloody backwater as its diversity increases, black on other black, black on white, white on
black, black on Indian, doesn’t not matter, its ethnicity vs ethnicity. They all turn on each
other in the end.
Why is it that what gives Western nations strength(diversity)is not what gives Eastern
nations(China, Japan, Taiwan,South Korea)their strength? How are they so strong, China set
to be the worlds most dominant nation in this century, whilst lacking diversity? Why is that
their non diverse nations do so much better than our own, and on so many different metrics?
Diversity is not a strength. Unity, purpose, trust, traditions, nationalism and racial nationalism
is what provides strength. Everything else is just a catchphrase.

DIVERSITY IS WEAKNESS, UNITY IS STRENGTH

Radicalization of Western men



The radicalization of young Western men is not just unavoidable, but inevitable. It should
come as no shock that European men, in every nation, and on every continent are turning to
radical notions and methods to combat the social and moral decay of their nations and the
continued ethnic replacement of their people.
Radical, explosive action is the only desired, and required, response to an attempted
genocide. These men and women are not being being brain-washed, corrupted or misled.
They are finally removing their blindfolds and seeing the reality of the the world and their
peoples future.
The truth that the West killed the notion of god, and proceeded to replace it with nothing.
Brought forth two competing ideologies(communism and fascism)to replace this loss of god,
then proceeded to allow both sides to slaughter each other to a standstill and then let
corporate backed capitalists tear the survivor to pieces. Resulting in a society with no core
beliefs, no purpose and no vision for the future. A society of rampant nihilism, consumerism
and individualism, where every individual is a competitor and the rights of the individual
override all notions of responsibility. In this hell the individual is all and the race is worthless,
something to rail against and use whenever possible, a power structure to climb, or topple.
The truth that they are rapidly becoming, not just a global minority, but a minority within their
own lands.
The Truth that they are left, alone, an individual in a society worshiping the cult of the
individual, to respond against an influx of outsiders from all corners of the world. Enemies
bound by faith, culture or tradition with higher levels of fertility, trust and in group preference
resulting in much stronger communities.
The truth that they are expected not to combat these myriad, unending and dedicated
interlopers, but to embrace them, accept their own disenfranchisement, accept the loss of
their fathers lands, their own impoverishment, their own REPLACEMENT.
But they will not accept this death. This eradication of their people, their culture, their very
soul.
They see the decay all around them, plummeting,free-falling birth rates all across the
Western world. Millions of invaders landing on our shores, conquering our towns and without
a single shot fired in response. Broken families with soaring divorce rates, that’s if they even
bother to get married at all.Suicide rates climbing year by year, not just for adults, by even
teens and children as well and the only time people seem to even notice is when one of their
own idols commits the act(singers, sports stars, actors). Drug use at all levels of society, in
all age groups, any source of distraction or relief to escape a culture of nihilism. Rampant
urbanization and industrialization, ever expanding cities and shrinking forests, a complete
removal of man from nature, with the obvious results. Pedophile politicians, pedophile priests
and pedophile pop stars, demonstrating to all the true depravity of our age. Art and beauty
subverted beyond all recognition, bauhaus travesties replacing nouveau wonders,soulless
metropolitan architecture of glass and steel reflecting no society, no culture, no people and
therefore belonging everywhere, and no where. Suicidal, nihilistic and degenerate pop icons
produced from a dead culture: Michael Jackson(pedophile, self hating, self mutilating, opiod
addict);Madonna(degenerate,drug addict, childless, whore, anti-christian, pro miscegenation)
Kurt Cobain(suicidal, drug addict, self hater, anti-social), Freddy Mercury(lifelong identity
crisis, lifelong battle with hedonism and drug use, eventual death due to sexual
hedonism)just to name a few.Empty nurseries, full casinos, empty churches and full
mosques, entropy in blitzspeed.Politicians writ in the same ink as Eligabolus, worshiping all
that is foreign, poisonous and subversive.



So these young men and women see this suicidal nihilism and isolate themselves from this
mainstream, “multicultural”, egalitarian, individualistic insanity and look for allies anywhere
they can find them, in the flesh or online. They congregate, discuss, despair, strategize,
debate and plan. They decry weakness, mock fecklessness and worship strength, and in this
worship of strength they radicalize and find the solution.
Somehow this isolation then radicalization is seen as a surprise, yet for anyone who was
paying attention, it was a long time coming. Once the
corporate and state medias grip on the zeitgeist of modernity was finally broken by the
internet,true freedom of thought and discussion flourished and the overton window was not
just shifted, but shattered. All possibility of expression and belief was open to be taught,
discussed and spoken.
This open and often anonymous discussion allowed for information, outside of the states and
the corporation control, to be accessed often for the first time. The result is obvious. People
are finding their way home. Finding their people, finding their traditions, seeing through the
lies of history, the brainwashing of the institutions and they angry, they are energized and
yes, against their degenerate societies, they are radicalized.

RADICALIZATION IS THE RATIONAL RESPONSE TO DEGENERATION

The failure of Assimilation
Expecting immigrants to assimilate to a dying, decadent culture is laughable. Who would
willing leave their own strong, dominant and rising culture to join an elderly, decaying,
degenerate culture? What culture would entice a man, one of traditions, beauty, architecture,
art and prosperity, or a culture of decay, self-hatred, childlessness, disorder and nihilism?
More immigrants are choosing to retain their own healthy culture, year by year, and even
more telling, our own people are beginning to join them, looking outside their own watered
down and deteriorating culture to look for purpose and guidance from outside sources.
The weaker we become the more immigrants will refuse to join us, refuse to partake in the
cultural suicide that we extol. That should surprise no one.

NO ONE WILL WILLFULLY JOIN THE DECAY

Green nationalism is the only true nationalism
There is no Conservatism without nature, there is no nationalism without environmentalism,
the natural environment of our lands shaped us just as we shaped it. We were born from our
lands and our own culture was molded by these same lands .The protection and
preservation of these lands is of the same importance as the protection and preservation of
our own ideals and beliefs.
For too long we have allowed the left to co-opt the environmentalist movement to serve their
own needs. The left has controlled all discussion regarding environmental preservation
whilst simultaneously presiding over the continued destruction of the natural environment
itself through mass immigration and uncontrolled urbanization, whilst offering no true solution
to either issue.
There is no Green future with never ending population growth, the ideal green world cannot
exist in a World of 100 billion 50 billion or even 10 billion people. Continued immigration into
Europe is environmental warfare and ultimately destructive to nature itself.



The Europe of the future is not one of concrete and steel,smog and wires but a place of
forests, lakes, mountains and meadows. Not a place where english is the defacto language
but a place where every European language, belief and tradition is valued. Each nation and
each ethnicity was melded by their own environment and if they are to be protected so must
their own environments.

THERE IS NO TRADITIONALISM WITHOUT ENVIRONMENTALISM

Kill High Profile Enemies
There are well known enemies of our nations, enemies of our race that freely walk through
our societies, heads held high, believing themselves untouchable. They will soon find out
how wrong they truly are. Traitors deserve a traitors death. No matter if it takes 3 years or 30
years, these people must pay for their disgusting attacks upon our race.
TATP packages strapped to drones,an EFP in a motorcycle saddle bags, convoy ambush
rammings with cement trucks. Any method that gives these traitors their sure reward is
viable and should be encouraged. Where there is a will, there is a way.
Merkel, the mother of all things anti-white and anti-germanic, is top of the list. Few have
done more to damage and racially cleanse Europe of its people.
Erdogan, the leader of one of the oldest enemies of our people, and the leader of the largest
islamic group within Europe. This warlord must bleed his last, whilst he visits his ethnic
soldiers currently occupying Europe. His death will also drive a wedge between the Turk
invaders currently occupying our lands and the ethnic European people whilst
simultaneously weakening Turkeys hold on the region, removing a prime enemy of Russia
and destabilizing and fracturing NATO.
Sadiq Khan, The current mayor of London at the time of writing, an open sign of the
disenfranchisement and ethnic replacement of the british people in the british isles. This
Pakistani muslim invader now sits as representative for the people of London. Londinium
,the very heart of the British isles. What better sign of the white rebirth than the removal of
this invader?

KILL ANGELA MERKEL, KILL ERDOGAN, KILL SADIQ KHAN

The Paradox of the diverse equality
The greatest joke of all is the quixotic foolishness of the diverse but equal society. Diversity
by its very definition belies equality. No two different things can ever truly be equal,
especially humans. There is no one person equal to any other, not identical twins, not
countrymen, not workers within a class group and certainly not those of differing races.
Every human is worth only their own value, no more or less.
The more diverse a group becomes, the less equal it becomes. Diversity is anathema to
equality. One cannot exist with the other.

DIVERSITY IS UNEQUAL,HIERARCHIES ARE CERTAIN

The present is a gift from those in our past



Your ancestors did not sweat,bleed and die in the name of a multicultural, egalitarian nation.
They built homes for their children to live in, they built communities for their people to thrive
in, they built nations for their people to survive in. They slaved for a better future for their
people, and now other peoples shake their fists and point their fingers, reprimanding us for
living better lives, wealthier lives in wealthier countries. This wealth and prosperity was paid
for in the sweat and blood of your ancestors. Our present comfortable, privileged and
prosperous life was gifted to us by our forebears, with the belief that we would maintain,
cherish and even expand upon their work, so that one day our own children can enjoy the
rewards of our labour.
We must strive to create a nation worthy of our ancestors, that we give our people the very
best lives, and nations that are worthy of them. A nation that venerates its ancestors, but
lives for its offspring.

VENERATE THE ANCESTORS BUT WORK FOR THE CHILDREN

A soldiers fight
The ideal of a heroic war, without loss, without failure, without some great setback, is
idealistic and downright impossible. Even at Vienna in 1683 we Europeans still lost over
fourteen thousand good men. That was during a triumphant VICTORY. Do you believe you
are better than these men? More deserving of life? More skilled and courageous? You are
not. If they could die, so can you. Expect death, expect struggle, expect loss that you will
never forget. Do not expect to survive, the only thing you should expect is a true war and to
die the death of a true soldier.

EXPECT A SOLDIERS FIGHT AND A SOLDIERS DEATH

The Danger of the Invader
If you were to kill sixty armed invaders having shown the will and the intent to bring harm to
your nation and people, you would be hailed a hero, given your nations highest civilian
honours, paraded before the media and the adoring public. But kill sixty unarmed invaders
having shown the will and the intent to bring harm to your nation and people, and you will be
considered a monster, dragged through the streets, ridiculed, attacked,your character
assassinated in every way it can be and finally tried in court and imprisoned for the rest of
your life.
But here’s the real kicker, the unarmed invader is far more dangerous to our people than the
armed invader. We can fight the armed invader, we know how, we have the ability, we have
the soldiers and arms to do so. But the unarmed invader, we have no real idea on how to
deal with them, we are unable to attack them or fend them off in any meaningful way.
Both would seek to destroy our nation, both would seek to displace and replace our people,
both would seek to destroy our culture and nationhood. But only one has the ability and only
one has shown to be effective at doing so.

THE UNARMED INVADER IS MORE DANGEROUS THAT THE ARMED

The Lightning March through the institutions



While the lefts march through the institutions was long and ultimately successful we must
achieve the same, but in a much shorter time period. Due to the threat of ethnic replacement
and our own horribly low birth rates, we do not have 150 years or even 50 years to achieve
positions of power. We must be intrinsically leveraged into the political, militaristic, judicial,
educational and economic institutions, and within 25 years.
We do not have the luxury of time like the left had, we must be ready to act, and act soon.
That means those that can, or have the ability should look to ingrain themselves into these
institutions and climb as far up the power hierarchy as possible, in the shortest time possible.
When the time comes you must be ready to act.

BLITZ TO DOMINANT POSITIONS

All true movements are populist movements
While the movement itself, at least in the vanguard stage, does not need to have the support
of the entire population, eventually we will need our people to join our new society, and
voluntarily. They must be willing and wishing to be a part of this new future we envision.We
cannot, and should not, rely on oppression to encourage the population to fit this new
paradigm.
Through our own actions and speech we shall show them a new path. A path focusing on
nature and respect for the environment, traditions, families, workers rights and personal and
racial responsibilities. We must excel, both personally and as a society.
Whilst we may use edgy humour and memes in the vanguard stage, and to attract a young
audience, eventually we will need to show the reality of our thoughts and our more serious
intents and wishes for the future. For now we appeal to the anger and black comedic nature
of the present, but eventually we will need to show the warmth and genuine love we have for
our people.

SHOW THEM THE WAY FORWARD

There is no sheltered meadow
There is nowhere left to run, turn around, face your enemy, make your stand. There is not a
single place left where the tendrils of replacement migration have not touched. There is no
single place in the West that is even close to reaching replacement level birthrates, let alone
birthrates that indicate a level of vitality and vigour.
There is no pleasant meadow in which you can lay down your weary body, rest your head
and wait for it all to blow over.
You will find no reprieve, not in Iceland, not in Poland, not in New Zealand, not in Argentina,
not in Ukraine, not anywhere in the world. I know, because I have been there.
Nor should you, why should you have peace when your other brothers in Europe face certain
war? Why you should risk nothing whilst others risk all? Why should others fight for you if
you are not willing to fight for yourself?
Don’t run from the fight, run towards the fight. Look to the heart of the conflict, march
yourself there, press yourself into service. Give your everything to your people.

STOP RUNNING, START FIGHTING



Emotions rule over facts
Stop trying to persuade the general population with statistics, charts, tablets and figures. A a
one-point-seven percentage point difference may mean something to a few, but a
ingeniously worded expression or brilliantly crafted poster will convince the many.
Humans are emotional, they are driven by emotions, guided by emotions and seek emotion
expressions and experiences. Monotonous repetition of immigration facts and statistics will
simply bore the masses, and drive the people away from the stale and uninspired speakers
that propagate them.
Be creative, be expressive, be emotional and above all be passionate. These are the things
that speak to people, connect people, drive people.
Paint, write, sing, dance, recite poetry. Hell, even meme. Create memes, post memes, and
spread memes. Memes have done more for the ethno-nationalist movement than any
manifesto.
Above all, just don’t be stale,placid and boring. No one is inspired by Jeb Bush.

BE PASSIONATE, NOT PLACID

[...]

Protect your people, remove the poison
Poison sellers and toxin spreaders are free to proliferate their baneful products completely
unchecked by law or society. Each year these degenerates are responsible for tens of
thousands of deaths, in our own cities and across the globe.
Both illegal and legal drug dealers are our racial enemies, ruining the health, wealth, family
structure, culture and future of our people.These peddlers of filth are active in every nation
and behave without any thought of their impact on their societies.
Find where they are in your cities,plan your attack, destroy them.Protect your people and
protect your children.Be the Antidote to their poison.

KILL YOUR LOCAL DRUG DEALER

Europe for Europeans
The invaders must be removed from European soil, regardless from where they came or
when they came. Roma, African, Indian, Turkish, Semitic or other. If they are not of our
people, but live in our lands, they must be removed. Where they are removed to is not our
concern, or responsibility. Our lands are not their home, they can return to their own lands or
found their homelands elsewhere. But they will not occupy our soil. How they are removed is
irrelevant, peacefully, forcefully, happily, violently or diplomatically. They must be removed.
Until these interlopers are repatriated to their peoples lands, then Europe has no true
sovereignty, and anyone, no matter their ethnicity or beliefs can call Europe their own.

REMOVE THE INVADERS, RETAKE EUROPE

You wait for a signal, whilst your people wait for YOU



Whilst you wait for a sign, a signal; someone to take up the spear; to cry out in alarm, your
people wait on YOU. You are the voice, you are the klaxon call, you hold the first spear to be
thrust at the invaders.
Stop waiting for someone else to show you the way forward, YOU are the way forward,
waiting around for someone to start the fight is moronic, because it is YOU that is going to
start the fight, If you are reading this, you are the new leaders that will push our people to
victory, you are the soldiers that will fight for the future of your race. The people speaking
now, acting now, fighting now, are the vanguard of the vanguard of the force of the people.
Lead and your people will follow. Show the strength of your convictions, the truth of yours
and the iron-hard strength of your will and they will follow.

YOU WAIT FOR A SIGNAL, WHILE YOUR PEOPLE WAIT FOR YOU

[...]
The birthrates must eventually be addressed, at all costs
Even if all invaders are deported tomorrow and all traitors are dealt with as they truly
deserve, we are still living on borrowed time.
Whether it takes ten years or a thousands years, whilst we are facing birth rates at
sub-replacement levels, then our people are dying.
We grow older, fewer, weaker and more fundamentally closer to true death the longer we
allow our birthrates to remain so catastrophically low.
This isn’t an issue that is being faced solely by our own people, but many peoples across the
world. Nations across Asia, Europe and the Americas are facing this disaster together. Some
are at different stages than others but all are feeling the pressure.
The true question is, how did this happen? And what can we do to stop it?
The only people that seemingly do not face such issues are those with strong traditions,
gender norms, societal norms;the poor and the religious, usually a combination of all. This
should give us an indication of what may be truly at the heart of the issue.
What can we do to fix it? The issue is complicated, far more complicated and difficult to fix
than the issue of Ethnic replacement. Likely a new society will need to be created with a
much greater focus on family values, gender and social norms and the value and importance
of nature, culture and race.

WITHOUT CHILDREN, THERE IS NO FUTURE

It is never wise to become a minority group.
In every country, on every continent, those that are in the minority are oppressed. If you
become a social, political or ethnic minority it will always lead to your oppression.
Whether they are a political minority and therefore lose the control of the majority of power,
and thus lose control of the laws and regulations that define public life or those that are the
cultural minority find that art in all its forms is created and controlled by a different audience,
from a different people from a different history, with differing ideals and experiences and
therefore they find themselves isolated, excluded and removed from the creation of
contemporary culture.
Those that find themselves born linguistically in the minority suffer daily, as the conversation
of life excludes them, the mass media isolates them and businesses turn them away, as
does the societies speech itself.



Finally there are those that find themselves in the ethnic or racial minority and find their very
own genes being bred out of existence through miscegenation and differing racial birth rates.
The same people will find themselves gradually less and less represented both politically
and culturally, becoming essentially foreigners in their own lands.

MINORITIES ARE NEVER TREATED WELL, DO NOT BECOME ONE

[...]
There is no democratic Solution
Understand here and now, there is no democratic solution, any attempt to vote your way out
of Ethnic replacement will be met with at first with derision, then contempt and finally by
force.
This solution of a Democratic salvation is nothing but a pipe dream, and as our enemies
increase within our lands, driven by mass immigration and the invaders own higher birth rate
it will be pushed further and further into the realms of impossibility.
The media of the world will be used against you, the education system of the rulers will be
used against you, the financial power of the worlds corporations will be used against you, the
military and legislative might of the UN, the EU and NATO itself will be used against you and
even your own, previously corrupted, religious leaders will be used against you.
Democracy is mob rule and the mob itself is ruled by our own enemies. The global and
corporate ran press controls them, the education system(long since fallen to the long march
through the institutions committed by the marxists)controls them, the state(long since heavily
lost to its corporate backers)controls them and the anti-white media machine controls them.
Do not suffer under the delusion of a Democratic victory, prepare for war, prepare for
violence and prepare for risk, loss and struggle, as it is the only path to Victory.

VOTING IS MOB RULE AND MOB RULE IS MEDIA RULE AND MEDIA RULE IS
CORPORATE RULE

[...]
Globalized capitalist markets are the enemy of racial autonomists
If an ethnocentric European future is to be achieved global free markets and the trade of
goods is to be discouraged at all costs.
An environmentally conscious and moral society will never be able to economically compete
with a society based on ever increasing industrialization, urbanization, industrial output and
population increase. The cheaper labour and ignorance of environmental health will always
result in cheaper goods produced with less effort and inevitably result in control of the
market.
A Europe of nature, culture and sustainable living practicing will not be able to ever compete
in the global market.
The global market thus therefore never be allowed to compete in the new European market.
Barring the importation of all goods produced outside the New European zone(the new
Western world) is an essential pillar of the future Western economy.
Goods produced without care for the natural world ,dignity of workers, lasting culture or or
white civilizations future should never be allowed into the new morally focused and ethically
focused European market.



[...]
Destabilization and Accelerationism: tactics for victory
True change and the change we need to enact only arises in the great crucible of crisis. A
gradual change is never going to achieve victory.
Stability and comfort are the enemies of revolutionary change.
Therefore we must destabilize and discomfort society where ever possible.
A political candidate that keeps the status quo or only seeks to introduce minimal change,
even when the minimal change is in support of our cause, is ultimately useless or even
damaging. Revolutionary change is needed and above all necessary.
It is far better to encourage radical,violent change regardless of its origins. As only in times
of radical change and social discomfort can great and terrific change occur.
These tumultuous times can be brought about through action. For example, actions such as
voting for political candidates that radically change or challenge entrenched systems,
radicalizing public discourse by both supporting, attacking, vilifying,radicalizing and
exaggerating all societal conflicts and attacking or even assassinating weak or less radical
leaders/influencers on either side of social conflicts.
A vote for a radical candidate that opposes your values and incites agitation or anxiety in
your own people works far more in your favour than a vote for a milquetoast political
candidate that has no ability or wish to enact radical change.
Canvas public areas in support of radical positions, even if they are not your own.
Incite conflict.Place posters near public parks calling for sharia law, then in the next week
place posters over such posters calling for the expulsion of all immigrants, repeat in every
area of public life until the crisis arises.
Destabilize, then take control. If we want to radically and fundamentally change society, then
we need to radicalize society as much as possible.

DO NOT FEAR CHANGE, WE ARE CHANGE

[...]

Break the back of cheap labour
Make no mistake, the major impetus for the mass importation of non-Europeans into Europe
is the call and want for cheap labour. Nothing drives the invasion more and nothing needs to
be defeated more than the greed that demands cheap labour.
Break it’s back, anyway you can.
Whether that is by encouraging and pushing increases to the minimum wage; furthering the
unionization of workers; increasing the native birthrate and thereby reducing the need for the
importation of labour; increasing the rights of workers; pushing for the increase in automation
or advancement of industrial labour replacement or any other tactic that is available.
In the end human greed and the need for increasing profit margins of capital owners needs
to be fought against and broken.

CHEAP LABOUR IS SLAVE LABOUR, REFUSE TO IMPORT MODERN SLAVES

[...]

Conclusion
There is only one victory, but many defeats.



To lose our lands, our culture and our people is a defeat.
To continue on without our culture, but still own our lands, is a defeat.
To survive with our culture, but to lose our lands, to lose our future, is a defeat.
There is only one victory.
The survival of our people, our culture and our lands isn’t enough. We must thrive, we must
march ever forward to our place among the stars and we WILL reach the destiny our people
deserve.
Anything else is a defeat.
The war will not be easy, the death toll will assuredly be high. The going will be tough and
many of us will die.
I cannot guarantee it will be comfortable, I cannot guarantee it will be easy and I cannot
guarantee that every act will be a success.
All I can guarantee is that inaction is sure defeat, power structures will be tested and likely
will fall and most of all there is only the future ahead and attempting to march back to any
earlier time will get you no where at all.
You may stumble. You may fall. But the only way to get to the final destination, total victory,
is to get up and keep marching forward. No matter what. March.
Mistakes will be made, losses will be had, some failures are certain and some endeavours
will go bad.
But in the end the struggle is a beauty in itself, and the victory will be all the sweeter
because of it.Final victory is yours, if you have the will for it.
As for me, my time has come. I cannot guarantee my success. All I know is the certainty of
my will and the necessity of my cause. Live or die, know I did it all for you; my friends, my
family, my people, my culture, my RACE.
Goodbye, god bless you all and I will see you in Valhalla.

EUROPA RISES


